Workgroup 12: Zoe Smith
Small and affordable schools
Vision Excerpts
We strengthen our communities, centered in hamlets and villages that work collaboratively across the Park and are
more dynamic and welcoming of new comers. Part-time and full-time residents work together to enrich hamlet life.
Our small, networked, high quality schools give students a strong understanding of this unique place where they are
growing up.
Our core vision is of interdependent yet self-reliant communities that:


Strongly support their fine local schools that are networked using broadband services to maintain high academic
standards while finding ways to lower costs

The source of our strength is a diverse economy based on these pillars:


Strong, growing educational institutions that are the nexus of entrepreneurial business development in the
region. More effective small business assistance in the form of venture and other funding including loan
guarantees are part of the revival.

We move in small but steady steps toward more efficient government that strikes the right balance between
centralization for efficiency and local responsiveness; government that works together across levels and functions and
that partners well with community groups and NGOs; and government that uses modern technology well to overcome
the large distances in the Park and be more data-centric. This will be a period of gradual consolidation and downsizing
for all levels of government as hard choices have to be made about where to put public dollars. Smart downsizing
through increased collaboration, sharing of functions and elimination of overlap will proceed at all levels, forced by
limits on tax revenues.

Handing This Special Place Off to the Next Generation
Our vision is not just for aging boomers. It’s also aimed at the next generation that will inherit this special place. A
strong commitment to education is part of our plan, education in the unique attributes of this landscape; education and
outreach that extends to students throughout New York State, ensuring that children growing up today hold the values
of environmental stewardship and protection of the wild.
Of greatest impact in the end will be the investment in sustainable communities.

Events
#84 Broadband Brings More Mid-Career Families into the Park
#12 Greater Diversity Appearing in Schools
#31 Hamilton County Population Drops Below 3000
#157 Non-White Population in Essex County Hits 10%
#21 Number of Children in Region Rises
#128 Environmental and Entrepreneurial Studies Widespread
#127 High Quality Park Schools Attract Students from Neighboring Districts
#126 Many School Districts Attracting Students from Outside Park
#23 Small Districts Tuition Students into Neighboring Districts
#124 Smaller School Districts Sharing Admin Functions
#22 SuperDistricts Emerge to Solve Rural Public School Needs
#79 Number of Poor in the Park Grow
#60 Global Foundry's Growth Brings New Visitors and Residents
#70 Major Promotion for Jobs, Entrepreneurs and Net-Workers

